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BHUPALGAD - IX (2009 Course) : SUMMER - 2016

Subject: Administrative Law

Day: Friday
Date: 01/0412016
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Time: 10.00 AM TO 01.00 PM
Max Marks: 80 Total Pages: 1

N.B.:
1) Attempt ANY SIX questions including Q.No.l which is COMPLUSORY.
2) Q.No.l carries 20 marks and all other questions carry 12 marks each.

Q.l Write short notes on ANY FOUR of the following:
a) Sub-delegation
b) Rule of law
c) Notice
d) High Courts power of Superintendence
e) Injunctions
1) Exclusion of judicial review

Q.2 There are many definitions of administrative law, however only a few are
satisfactory. Critically analyse the various definitions of administrative law.

Q.3 It is not only the requirement, but also the duty of the parliament to control the
delegated legislative powers. Discuss the parliamentary control over the delegated
legislation.

Q.4 Explain the reasoris for the growth of adjudicatory bodies.

Q.5 It is mandatory for the adjudicatory bodies to follow the principles of natural justice.
Explain the extent of the applicability of the rule against bias to the adjudicatory
bodies.

Q.6 Discuss the judicial control of administrative actions through writs.

Q.7 The basic principle is that the court would not interfere with or probe into the merits
of the exercise of discretion, nevertheless the controls the discretionary powers of the
executive. Discuss the judicial control over discretionary powers.

Q.8 To check the autonomy of the public undertakings, some control mechanism is
evolved. Discuss the governmental control over the public undertakings.

Q.9 Discuss the governmental privileges in the legal proceedings.

Q.I0 Write a brief note on Ombudsman.

* * * *
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BHUPALGAD - IX (2009 COURSE):: SUMMER - 2016
SUBJECT: GENDER JUSTICE & FEMINIST JURISPRUDENCE

Day: ~oVJdC\y Time: tQ.~Q~A·~~To1'OOP.rYJ.
Date: ~ 4- - CJ 4 .2.() L6. __ Max. Marks: 80

N.B.:
1) Attempt SIX questions in all including Q. No.1 is COMPULSORY.
2) Q. No.1 carries 20 marks and all other questions carry 12 marks each.

Q.l

a)

b)

c)

d)
'--

e)

t)

Q.2

--~.--..:- -.--- --" ----_. - .. ----.. .--~-. ----.
Write short notes on any FOUR of the following: -- - ---- - -

Evil of Sati

Prostitution as an evil

Guardians of a Hindu minar

Sexual Harassment at work place

Gender Justice

Uniform Civil Code

Explain the provision of the Dowry prohibition Act. Has the Act been
successful in curbing the civil of dowry

Q.3 Elaborate on the provisions of the International convention on political and
Civil Rights regarding women. ---

Q.4 Elaborate on the unequal position of women in different personal laws. Can
you suggest any solution?

Q.5 Explain the general grounds of divorce under the Hindu Marriage Act.
Elaborate on the special grounds available to women for claiming divorce.

Q.6 Explain adultery as on offence under Indian Penal Code and adultery as a
ground for claming divorce.

Q.7 What is the exact .meaning of feminism? Trace the history of feminist
movementin India.

Q.8 Discuss critically the provisions of the Constitution of India which accord
special protection to women. Give examples.

Q.9 Explain the provisions of different labour laws giving protection to female
employees.

A 11\ "Female foeticide is a very serious social issue today". Comment on this
- ~- ---.......,.1 i-h;
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BHUPALGAD - IX (2009 Course) : SUMMER - 2016

Subject: Optional - V : b) Competition Law & Practice

N.B.:
1) Attempt any SIX questions in all including questions No.1 which is

COMPULSORY.
2) Questions No.1 carry 20 marks and all other questions carry 12 marks each.

Q.l Write Sh01inotes on any FOUR of the following:

a) Competition Fund
b) Competition Appellate Tribunal
c) General Motors Case
d) Unfair Trade Practices
e) KIor's Inc case
f) Competition Law of EU .

Q.2 Explain the pre and post 1991 Competition Law in India.

Q.3 Trace the salient features of Sherman Act, 1890 with reference to Microsoft
Case

Q.4 "MRTP Act, 1969 was suitable for the closed economic situation 111 India".
Explain the main provision of MRTP Act, ]969.

Q.5 "Abuse of Dominant Position is prohibited under the Competition Act, 2002".
Explain the concept of Dominant Position and abuse of it with suitable
examples.

Q.6 "Vertical and Horizontal anti competitive agreements are prohibited under the
Competition Act, 2002". Explain provisions regarding anti competitive
agreements.

Q.7 "Competition Commission of India IS a separate legal entity". Explain the
powers and duties of CCl.

* * * *

Q.8 IPRs protect the monopoly rights of its creators, while, Competition Law
prohibits Monopolization by any person or enterprise". Explain the relation
between IPRs and Competition Law.

Q.9 What is judicial acquisition and what is its relation with Competition Act?

Q.I0 "Any companies wanting to merge or amalgamate must take permission form
the CCl". Explain provisions regarding mergers and acquisition.
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Subject: Law of Evidence

Day: Wednesday
Date: 06/0412016

1)
2)

Q.1
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
1)

Q.2
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Time: 10.00 AM TO 01.00 PM
Max Marks: 80 Total Pages: 1

N.B.
Attempt any SIX questions including Q.l which is COMPULSORY.
Q.l carries 20 marks and all other questions carry 12 marks each.

Write short notes on any FOUR:
Confession by co-accused
Document
Presumption as to dowry deaths
Distinguish between primary and secondary evidence
Refreshing memory of witness
Proved, Disproved, not Proved

Define fact, fact-in-issue and relevant fact and distinguish between fact-in-issue
and relevant fact.

Q.3 Facts not otherwise relevant but they become relevant if constitute part of the
same transaction. Explain.

Q.4 'All confessions are admissions but all admissions are not confession'. Discuss
with relevant provisions.

Q.5 Define term 'Burden of proof. State on whom burden of proof lies under
different provisions under Indian Evidence Act, 1872.

Q.6 Discuss the circumstances under which dying declaration is admissible III

evidence. Explain with the help of relevant provisions and case laws.

Q.7 An accomplice is unworthy of credit unless there is corroboration in material
particulars. Comment.

Q.8 Explain the rules relating to examination in chief, cross-examination and re-
examination under Indian Evidence Act.

Q.9 Define Estoppels. Explain essential conditions required for its application.
Discuss with relevant provisions and illustration.

Q.I0 State the concept of privileged communications and explain privileges as to
matrimonial communication with exceptions.

* * *
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Subject: Intellectual Property Law

Day: Saturday
Date : 0910412016
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Time: 10.00 AM TO 01.00 PM
Max Marks: 80 Total Pages: 1

N.B.:
1) Attempt ANY SIX questions including Q. No.1 which is COMPULSORY.
2) Q. No.1 carry 20 marks and all other questions carry 12 marks each.

Q.1 Write short notes on ANY FOUR of the following:

a) Process Patent

b) TRIPS

c) Cinematograph Films

d) Author of Copyright

e) PCT

f) UCC

Q.2 Explain the concept of Intellectual Property and state the international perspective of
Intellectual Property.

Q.3 Discuss in detail the concept of compulsory licenses of patent.

Q.4 Explain the need for registration of patent and also state the procedure for its
registration.

Q.5 Elaborate the concept of trademarks and also state what is a good trade mark.

Q.6 Discuss the salient features of Industrial Designs Act, 2000.

Q.7 Explain in detail the acts which do not amount to infringement of copyright through
they are the encroachment on exclusive rights of copyright holder.

Q.8 Explain in detail the concept of Infringement of copyright.

Q.9 State your views on how Intellectual Property Laws and Human rights can co-exist.

Q.I0 Write a note on Performer's Right.

* * * * *
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